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Electro-osmotic flow is the motion of fluid driven by an applied electric field, for which an electric
double layer near a charged surface is deemed essential. Here, we find that electro-osmotic flow can occur
in electrically neutral nanochannels in the absence of definable electric double layers through extensive
molecular dynamics simulations. An applied electric field is shown to cause an intrinsic channel selectivity
between cations and anions, by reorienting the hydration shells of these confined ions. The ion selectivity
then results in a net charge density in the channel that induces the unconventional electro-osmotic flow. The
flow direction is amenable to manipulation by the field strength and the channel size, which will inform
ongoing efforts to develop highly integrated nanofluidic systems capable of complex flow control.
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When an ionic solution makes contact with a charged
surface, an electric double layer (EDL) develops near the
surface as a result of the accumulation of oppositely
charged counterions. If an external electrical field is applied
parallel to the surface, electro-osmotic flow is generated
due to the motions of ions in the EDL that drag the rest of
the fluid [1,2]. Because of its ability to transport water
in miniaturized systems without incorporating any
mechanical parts, electro-osmotic flow has found diverse
applications in separation [3] and mixing [4], nanopore
sensing [5], and micro- and nanofluidic devices [6,7].
Recent progress in fabrication technology has allowed

the creation of nanometer-sized channels with various
geometries [8–11]. In these nanofluidic systems, the
electro-osmotic flow is known to be fundamentally differ-
ent from those in bulk systems or microchannels [12–17].
Typical examples include anomalous ion distribution near
the channel wall [12], electro-osmotic flow in the opposite
direction to that predicted by the classical continuum theory
[13], and electro-osmotic flow in uncharged channels
[16,18,19], etc. These novel electro-osmotic transport
phenomena cannot be described directly by EDL-based
classical models. The reason is that some physical effects at
atomistic length scales (e.g., molecular nature of individual
ions and water molecules), negligible in macroscopic
systems, are expected to be significant in nanofluidic
systems. Nevertheless, many of these transport phenomena
can still be rationalized by making corrections to the
continuum model [12–14,20,21], as long as the channel
dimension is large enough (e.g., > 2.2 nm according to
Ref. [12]) to accommodate EDLs. Upon further reduction
in the channel dimension, i.e., to the order of the interaction
length of the fluid molecules (e.g., sub-2 nm), EDLs have

vanished or are strongly overlapped [18,22], which pre-
sumably results in breakdown of EDL-based models and
necessitates novel electro-osmotic flow mechanisms.
In this Letter, we demonstrate via molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations that a steady electro-osmotic flow can
develop in electrically neutral, sub-2 nm nanochannels. This
electro-osmotic flow is unusual since no definable EDL is
present, due to the extremely narrow channel interior and the
absence of surface charge on the channelwall. It results from
an entirely new mechanism that can be attributed to the
presence of a net charge density inside the channels, induced
by ion selectivity arising fromelectric field-inducedmolecu-
lar reorganization in the hydration shells of ions.
The simulation system consists of a 6 nm long carbon

nanotube (CNT) embedded between two graphene sheets,
attached to a bath of 1 M KCl solution at both ends of the
tube (inset of Fig. 1). The CNT channel was chosen as the
model system because of its long-recognized potential
for nanofluidic applications [20,23–28]. We primarily
focused on sub-2 nm CNTs with the diameter d varying
from 0.95 to 1.97 nm and also considered wider
CNTs to confirm the robustness of our results. An electric
field E of 0.05–1 Vnm−1 was applied parallel to the
channel axis to induce the electro-osmotic flow (see
Sec. S0 in the Supplemental Material [29] for further
simulation details). The field strength adopted here should
be experimentally accessible since the fields used in
typical nanochannel transport experiments were ranged
in 0.000 07–0.44 Vnm−1 (Fig. S7 in the Supplemental
Material [29]).
Figure 1 shows the cumulative flux of water molecules

passing through the CNT channels with d ¼ 1.08, 1.32,
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and 1.42 nm, under E ¼ 0.48 Vnm−1. The cumulative flux
at each moment is defined as the difference between the
number of water molecules moving in theþz direction (left
to right) and that in the contrary. The approximately linear
relationship between the flux and simulation time indicates
that these systems achieve a steady state of electro-osmotic
flow. However, the three CNTs exhibit dramatically differ-
ent cumulative flux profiles. In the 1.08 nm CNT, the water
flux is positive, indicating a steady rightward flow (along
theþz direction). For the 1.42 nm CNT, the flux is reversed
to be negative, indicating a leftward flow (along the −z
direction). Interestingly, no obvious water flux is identified
in the CNT with a moderate diameter of 1.32 nm. The
observed flow reversal clearly illustrates a crucial role of
the channel diameter in determining the direction of the
electro-osmotic flow through these electrically neutral,
extremely narrow channels.
We further investigated the electro-osmotic flow through

all simulated sub-2 nm CNT channels and determined the
net water flux J as the slope of the cumulative flux curve
(Fig. S8 in the Supplemental Material [29]) divided by the
effective area of the channel’s cross section, as shown in
Fig. 2(a). In the considered narrowest CNT (d ¼ 0.95 nm),
no net water flux is observed, a consequence of the
complete ion rejection of this channel as reported previ-
ously [68,83]. As d gradually increases, the electro-osmotic
flow develops first along the þz direction when
d < 1.32 nm, vanishes at d ¼ 1.32 nm, and then reverses
to the −z direction for d > 1.32 nm [Fig. 2(a)], a phe-
nomenon that we term d-dependent reversal of electro-
osmotic flow. Clearly, this phenomenon in electrically
neutral channels cannot be understood directly using

classical continuum models. We note that the existence
of EDLs and/or electric field-driven water flow in neutral
channels have been reported in previous studies
[16,18,19,84], which, in most cases, were attributed to
different adsorption affinities of cations and anions onto
channel surfaces [16,18,19]. Yet, this mechanism alone
cannot account for the observed d-dependent flow reversal,
because all CNT channels in the present Letter possess
almost identical surface properties (i.e., insensitive to d). In
addition, as expected [18,22], the EDLs in our sub-2 nm
nanochannels are not as explicit as those in much wider
channels, but rather, have vanished or are strongly over-
lapped (Fig. S9 in the Supplemental Material [29]).
It is known that a nonzero net charge density in the EDL

is a prerequisite to yielding the driving force for conven-
tional electro-osmotic flow (e.g., those in microchannels)
[22,85,86]. Accordingly, we traced the instantaneous net
charge density ρe inside the present nanochannels, which
can be related to the number of Kþ (nþ) and Cl− (n−) by
ρe ¼ ðnþ − n−Þe=Veff , where e is the elementary charge
and Veff is the channel’s effective volume. It is rather not
surprising that the instantaneous water velocity v shows
near-perfect correlation with ρe (Fig. S10 [29]).
Specifically, a positive (or negative) ρe corresponds to a
water velocity along the þz (or −z) direction, and vice
versa. Meanwhile, the average net charge density ρ̄e,
determined by averaging ρe over the entire MD trajectory,
is found to vary in sync with J, as d changes [Fig. 2(b)].
Our additional simulations showed that the presence of

the reported electro-osmotic flow is robust against using
other simulation systems or parameters, such as the use of a
NaCl solution (Fig. S11), different water models (Fig. S12),
different Lennard-Jones parameters for carbon atoms
(Fig. S13), different channel geometries or wall materials

FIG. 2. Water flux J (a) and average net charge density ρ̄e (b) in
nanochannels with different diameters d under an electric field of
0.48 Vnm−1. Results in (a) computed using Eq. (2), based on ρ̄e
in (b), are also shown (open circles). Error bars represent standard
deviations of five independent simulations (Fig. S8 [29]).

FIG. 1. Cumulative flux of water molecules passing through the
channels with diameters of 1.08 (squares), 1.32 (triangles), and
1.42 nm (circles) under an electric field of 0.48 Vnm−1. A positive
flux means the electro-osmotic flow alongþz, whereas a negative
value corresponds to−z. The inset shows the simulation system. A
CNT combined with two graphene sheets is placed between two
reservoirs filled with KCl solutions. The external electric field is
applied parallel to the tube axis (along the þz direction).
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(Fig. S14), as well as different choices of common
simulation protocols (Sec. S1 [29]).
We now turn to understand the relationship between J

and ρ̄e from a theoretical perspective. By applying
an external electric field E, the whole aqueous solution
in nanochannels feels a body force FE ¼ ρ̄eVeffE,
acting as the electric driving force. Veff is given by
Veff ¼ πðdeff=2Þ2l, with l the channel length and deff ¼
d − σ the channel’s effective diameter (where σ is the van
der Waals diameter of wall atoms at ∼0.34 nm). Once a
steady electro-osmotic flow is achieved, the driving force
should be balanced by the fluid-solid friction force Ff, that
is, FE ¼ Ff (as sketched in Fig. S15 [29]). Ff is given by
Ff ¼ ξAwallvs [56,87,88], where ξ is the fluid-solid friction
coefficient (1.0 × 106 N sm−3, detailed in Sec. S2 of the
Supplemental Material [29]), vs is the slip velocity, and
Awall ¼ πdeffl is the effective contact area between fluid
and solid. As the velocity profiles of water flow in CNTs
are pluglike [56,89,90], we set vs equal to the average
velocity v̄. Altogether, this allows us to express v̄ as

v̄ ¼ E
4ξ

deff ρ̄e: ð1Þ

Since J is related to v̄ according to J ¼ v̄nw, with nw the
density of water (33.5 nm−3), this leads to the relation

J ¼ nwE
4ξ

deff ρ̄e: ð2Þ

Based on ρ̄e determined from MD trajectories [Fig. 2(b)],
Eq. (2) reproduces well the water flux for all simulated sub-
2 nm channels [Fig. 2(a)]. For Eq. (2), it is also worthy to

note that J is independent of the channel length l, which
again agrees with simulations (Fig. S16 [29]).
Our above results have identified the net charge density

inside nanochannels as the decisive factor that accounts for
the electro-osmotic flow. The presence of a net charge
density manifests as unequal numbers of Kþ and Cl− ions
in the channel, which roots in the nanochannel selectivity
between Kþ and Cl−. For instance, a positive ρ̄e means that
the channel preferentially selects Kþ relative to Cl−, and
vice versa. A reasonable description of the ion selectivity
can be provided by comparing the free energy difference
between the permeation of Kþ and Cl−. Figure 3(a) shows
the free energy profiles for the systems with 1.08, 1.32, and
1.42 nm CNTs, calculated with the free energy perturbation
method (see Sec. S3 for detailed procedures [29]). In the
absence of electric fields, the higher energy barriers for
moving Cl− than those for moving Kþ into the CNTs [open
symbols in Fig. 3(a)] show that all these nanochannels tend
to selectively conduct Kþ ions. This unified intrinsic
selectivity of Kþ over Cl− has also been reported in
previous simulations [68,91] and experiments [92], but
fails to explain the dramatically different ρ̄e (and also J) for
these three channels (which are positive, zero, and negative
in the 1.08, 1.32, and 1.42 nm channels, respectively,
according to Fig. 2).
When the effect of electric fields on the system is taken

into account, two striking features arise in the free energy
profiles [filled symbols in Fig. 3(a)]. First, the free energy
barriers increase steeply, regardless of the ion polarity and
channel diameter. The barrier increase is validated by
several attempts, such as computations with the umbrella
sampling method and a demonstration of ion rejection
under ultrastrong hydrostatic pressures (Sec. S3 [29]). The
second observation related to the external field is the

FIG. 3. Free energy profiles of ion permeation through nanochannels. (a) Free energy profiles along the channel axis for Kþ (red) and
Cl− (blue) ions at d ¼ 1.08 (top), 1.32 (middle), and 1.42 nm (bottom). The filled and open symbols show the data gained with and
without the electric field (0.48 Vnm−1), respectively. The vertical dotted lines indicate the positions of the entrance and exit of the
channels. (b) Free energy barriersΔF for Kþ and Cl− as a function of d, without (open) or with (filled) the electric field.ΔF is defined as
the peak height of free energy profiles [see the middle panel in (a)].
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reversal in the selectivity between Kþ and Cl− in some
nanochannels. In the 1.08 nm CNT, the barrier of Cl−

remains higher than that of Kþ [top panel in Fig. 3(a)],
maintaining its intrinsic Kþ selectivity and resulting in the
positive ρ̄e and thus the electro-osmotic flow along the þz
direction (see Figs. 1 and 2). In the 1.42 nm CNT, however,
the barrier of Cl− becomes slightly lower than that of Kþ
[bottom panel in Fig. 3(a)], indicating a transition to the Cl−

selectivity from the intrinsic Kþ selectivity in the field-free
case. This is consistent with the negative ρ̄e and the
incurred reversed electro-osmotic flow. Finally, in the
CNT with a moderate diameter of 1.32 nm, the nearly
identical energy barriers between Kþ and Cl− [middle
panel in Fig. 3(a)] are in line with the vanishing ρ̄e and the
absence of electro-osmotic flow in this channel.
We collect in Fig. 3(b) energy barriers (ΔF) for Kþ and

Cl− permeation through the simulated ten sub-2 nm nano-
channels, with the corresponding free energy profiles
provided in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. S17 [29]. It is found that
all the channels with d > 1.32 nm become Cl− selective as
an electric field is applied to the system (from Kþ selective
in the field-free case), whereas those with d < 1.32 nm
remain Kþ selective. This trend agrees well with the trend
of J or ρ̄e with respect to d (see Fig. 2).
To understand why the presence of an electric field

abruptly increases the energy barrier for ion permeation and
leads to the observed d-dependent flow reversal, we care-
fully examined the electric field-induced change of ion
solvation properties inside the nanochannels, such as ion-
oxygen radial distribution functions [Fig. S18(a) [29] ].
Partial dehydration is a known determinant of the energy
barrier for ion permeation through a nanochannel
[68,93,94]. In our systems, however, the barrier increase
is not caused by the dehydration, because the ion co-
ordination number remains almost unchanged when an

electric field is applied [Fig. S18(b) [29] ]. It is also known
that electric fields can affect water orientation inside the
hydration shells [95,96], and we will show below that such
field-induced reorientation is responsible for the observed
barrier change. The orientation angle θ of a water molecule
within an ion’s first hydration shell is defined as the angle
between its dipole and the line joining the ion to the nearest
water atom (being oxygen for Kþ and hydrogen for Cl−), as
sketched in Fig. 4(a). When an electric field is applied,
these water molecules experience a significant reorienta-
tion, as indicated by a broadening in the θ distribution
profiles (Fig. S19 [29]). Such water reorientation should
not be a numerical artefact caused by the use of non-
polarizable water models, because a similar trend was also
observed in ab initio MD simulations (Fig. S20 [29]).
Furthermore, the reorientation was shown to be robust
against using other algorithms for treating the long-range
electrostatic interactions in MD simulations (Sec. S1 [29]).
To further quantify the field-induced water reorientation,

we calculated the hydration factor f for Kþ (or Cl−) in all
considered situations, defined as the proportion of water
having θ values in the range from 136° to 180° (or 37° to
60°) in the first hydration shells [97]. Figure 4(b) shows the
hydration factor difference (fE − f0) and the free energy
barrier increase (ΔFE − ΔF0) for different systems induced
by the applied field (where the subscripts E and 0 denote
the values determined with and without the electric field,
respectively). In general, an anticorrelation is found
between the (fE − f0) and (ΔFE − ΔF0) curves for both
Kþ and Cl− in most channels; that is, a decrease in
(fE − f0) corresponds to an increase in (ΔFE − ΔF0),
and vice versa. The sole exception found for Cl− in the
1.08 nm CNT is likely due to the strong confinement
that has significantly reoriented its hydration shell in
the field-free case [with respect to Cl− in the bulk solution,

FIG. 4. Ion selectivity mechanisms that result in the electro-osmotic flow. (a) Schematic of the field-induced reorientation of water
dipoles in the first hydration shells of Kþ and Cl−. (b) Hydration factor difference fE − f0 and free energy barrier increase ΔFE − ΔF0

for Kþ (top) and Cl− (bottom) against the channel diameter d. The subscripts E and 0 in each variable denote the situation with and
without the electric field (0.48 Vnm−1), respectively.
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see Fig. S19(b)]. These results provide direct evidence that
the drastic change in energy barriers originates from
electric field-induced reorientation of the first hydration
shells of confined ions.
We then examined the influence of the field strength E

on the electro-osmotic flow through different channels and
plotted the resulting flux map in Fig. 5(a). The threshold
diameter for the flow reversal is found to decrease with
increasing E (dashed line). Meanwhile, the map of energy
barrier difference between Cl− and Kþ [Fig. 5(b)] displays
a similar distribution with the flux map. These results
confirm that the field-induced ion selectivity is responsible
for the observed electro-osmotic flow.
We also explored the electro-osmotic flow through wider

nanochannels with d in the range from 2.17 to 7.44 nm. The
simulation results in Fig. S21 [29] show that both J and ρ̄e
are saturated when d ≥ 5.42 nm, in line with the over-
lapped θ distribution profiles for the hydration shells of ions
inside these channels [98]. Finally, we demonstrated a
potential utility of the electro-osmotic flow, by showing
that it could be used for separating electrically neutral
biomolecules of different sizes (Fig. S22 [29]). It may also
find applications in mixing and nanopore sensing, etc., as is
the case with usual electro-osmotic flow.
In summary, we find an unconventional electro-osmotic

flow phenomenon in electrically neutral nanochannels by
comprehensive MD simulations, in which no definable
EDL is available. At a given field strength, the electro-
osmotic flow direction coincides with that of the external
electric field inside cation-selective channels, but becomes
opposite to the field in wider, anion-selective channels. The
ion selectivity is brought about by water reorientation in the
hydration shells of ions induced by the external electric
field. Although the electro-osmotic flow is found based on
computational investigations, we believe that its imple-
mentation is feasible using current experimental techniques
(Sec. S4 [29]).
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